The rapid technological advances in the Internet of Things (IoT) allows the blueprint of Smart Cities to become feasible by integrating heterogeneous cloud/fog/edge computing paradigms to collaboratively provide variant smart services in our cities and communities. Thanks to attractive features like fine granularity and loose coupling, the microservices architecture has been proposed to provide scalable and extensible services in large scale distributed IoT systems. Recent studies have evaluated and analyzed the performance interference between microservices based on scenarios on the cloud computing environment. However, they are not holistic for IoT applications given the restriction of the edge device like computation consumption and network capacity. This paper investigates multiple microservice deployment policies on edge computing platform. The microservices are developed as docker containers, and comprehensive experimental results demonstrate the performance and interference of microservices running on benchmark scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
While cloud computing has changed human's life by providing service oriented architecture (SOA) as a service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [10] , the proliferation of the Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and edge computing technologies leads us enter the era of post-cloud computing [27] . According to the estimation of Cisco Global Cloud Index, the total amount of data created by any device will reach 847 Zettabytes (ZB) annually by 2021 while the Internet traffic will reach 19.5 ZB by then [11] . Some of the produced data might require timeliness, involve privacy or cause unpredictable impact on the network. For example, in applications like smart traffic lights, real-time urban surveillance, cloud computing is not able to serve the purpose well [3] , [5] .
Rapid technological advances in cloud computing and Internet of Things (IoT) make Smart Cities feasible by integrating heterogeneous computing devices to collaboratively provide variant pervasively deployed smart services [19] , [20] , in which the capability of data collection and processing at the edge is the key [18] . Migrating lower-level data processing tasks to edge devices enables the system to meet the requirements for delay-sensitive, mission-critical applications, including smart urban surveillance [4] , instant privacy protection [8] , [9] , real-time public safety [34] , etc. However, the heterogeneity and resource constraint at edge necessitate a scalable, flexible and lightweight system architecture that supports fast development and easy deployment among multiple service providers.
Because of many attractive features, such as good scalability, fine granularity, loose coupling, continuous development, and low maintenance cost, the microservices architecture has emerged and gained a lot of interests both in industry and academic community [17] , [21] . Compared to traditional SOAs in which the system is a monolithic unit, the microservices architecture divides an monolithic application into multiple atomic microservices that run independently on distributed computing platforms. Each microservice performs one specific sub-task or service, which requires less computation resource and reduces the communication overhead. Such characteristics make the microservices architecture an ideal candidate to build a flexible platform, which is easy to be developed and maintained for cross-domain applications like smart public safety, smart traffic surveillance systems, etc [3] , [20] .
Motivated by the observations obtained in our previous research [21] , [33] , this work tries to answer three questions:
• Is it suitable to run multiple microservices inside one container just considering the performance of the edge device? Which type of microservices with different resource consuming inclination could be put together if the answer is yes? • Is the effect of interference that executes multiple microservices running on fog computing and edge computing scenarios different? and • What is the trade-off between the "one process per container" rule and the existing limitation of resource at edge side, such as computation and memory? The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the current arts of research on microservices technology and performance evaluation. The microservices deployment policy and performance matrix are explained in Section III. Given comprehensive experimental results, the performance evaluations are discussed in Section IV. Finally, a summary is presented in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Microservices Architecture
Microservices architectures (MSA) are extensions of a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [30] . The traditional SOA uses a monolithic architecture that constitutes different software features in a single interconnected application and database. Relaying on the tightly coupled dependence among arXiv:2004.02372v1 [cs.DC] 6 Apr 2020 functions and components, it is more challenging to adapt to new requirements in an IoT-enabled system than the SOA, which requires scalability, service extensibility, and crossplatform interoperability [6] . The main difference between MSA and SOA is that a MSA is more decentralized and it distributes all the logic (such as routing, message parsing) in to smart end points 1 . MSA also adopts a light weight applications programming interface (API) gateway for managing services instead of using heavier and more sophisticated Enterprise Service Bus [14] . Each microservice runs its own process and communicates with peers using light weight communication mechanisms (REST API or SOAP protocol [15] , etc). The services are built around business capabilities and independently deployed by fully automated deployment tools [22] .
Fine granularity and loose coupling are two significant features in MSA [36] . Fine granularity means that there is a bare minimum of centralized management of these services. Moreover, there are instances where the service is not micro [26] . Loose coupling implies that each of microservices components has few dependencies on other separate components, which makes the deployment and development of Microservices more independent [23] .
Granularity should be considered from the standpoint of its eventual impact on service performance as the decision process is influenced by numerous environmental factors when deploying MSA [24] .
B. Performance Evaluation
Container technology offers a more lightweight method to abstract the applications from the system environment which allows the microservices to be deployed quickly but also consistently. Compared to VMs, containers not only provide all the libraries and other dependencies but also consume less resource and produce lower overhead [31] , [32] . Applications with different dependencies are wrapped into a container image and shared to various users. These features allows the applications to be run at the edge of the network. Ruchika et al. [29] evaluated the feasibility of using container technology like docker for IoT applications.
Recent studies compared the performance of containers to virtual machines and showed that in most occasions containers work better than or almost equal to virtual machines. The IBM Research Division measured the performance of Docker in terms of CPU, memory, disk I/O and compared the result with KVM [7] . The research showed that in all evaluated cases container works better than VMs. In a study researchers have compared the performance of Docker with VMs when running the Spark applications [2] . They claimed that Spark works better with docker for calculation intensive applications. Similar work has been done in big data area with the interference caused by neighbor containers running big data microservices [35] . The performance of different single-board computer devices are evaluated by deploying containerized benchmarks [16] , which focused on hardware comparison and the choice of one device rather than another, however, it did 1 http://www.opengroup.org/soa/source-book/msawp/p3.htm not pay much attention on container analysis. An optimized version of Docker called Docker-pi was proposed for container deployment on single-board machines to speed up docker deployment [1] .
Researchers have studied the performance of collocated microservices running on a common host and compared the result in container with VMs [25] . Evaluation is also reported on how microservices are interfered with each other in cloud computing environment [13] , in which the performances between processed in a container and the situation where they follow the "one process per-container" rule are compared. The conclusion was that putting microservices inside one container has a positive effect to the overall performance. However, the work is based on a cloud computing platform.
A survey of VM management lists the virtualization frameworks for edge computing and elaborates the techniques tailored for it [28] . Focusing on Docker, a container based technology as an edge computing platform, researchers evaluated four criteria and conclude that Docker is a viable candidate [12] .
To the best of our knowledge, there is not a reported effort that evaluates the interference effect of containers in the edge computing environment. The trade-off between lower overheads and the "one process per container" rule seems more important considering the resource limitation at the edge.
III. MICROSERVICES BENCHMARK EVALUATION
For microservices development, we choose Docker container owing to popularity and familiarity in container community. Docker wraps up the application with all its dependencies into a container so that it can easily be executed on any Linux server (on-premise, bare metal, public or private cloud). It uses layered file system images along with the other Linux kernel features (namespace and cgroups) for the management of containers. This feature allows Docker to create any number of containers from a base image, which are copies of the base image wrapped up with additional features. This also reduces the overall memory and storage requirements that eases fast startup.
To measure the performance of the containerized microservices deployment policy, several widely used benchmarks are considered in designing the microservices benchmark based on typical computing paradigms used in the smart public safety system at the edge. The key metrics of the benchmark are defined as following:
1) CPU performance: To evaluate the performance of the CPU, we chose the Linpack benchmarks which measure the system's floating point computing power by solving linear equations. And the capability of the CPU is measured in terms of FLOPS (floating point operations per second). 2) Memory performance:We chose the STREAM benchmarks to measure the performance of the memory. STREAM is a simple synthetic benchmark program that measures sustainable memory bandwidth (in MB/s) and the corresponding computation rate for simple vector kernels.
3) Disk performance: To measure the disk I/O capability, we chose the Bonnie++ benchmark which gives the results in terms of input, output, rewrite (in Kb/s) and seeks (in per second).
For each metric evaluation, the containerized microservices are deployed both on fog (desktop) side and edge (Raspberry Pi 4) side. Given above defined benchmarks, the performance and the interference effect of the containerized microservices are evaluated based on a set of microservice deployment policies. Figure 1 illustrates the whole containerized benchmark evaluation workflow, and the microservice deployment policies are described as following four cases:
• Case 1: One microservice is developed as single container and only one container is running on host machine. Since we would put multiple microservices in one container later, the system resource is constrained by using the control groups or Cgroups, a Linux kernel feature. Such case is considered as a baseline for the entire evaluation. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
A. Experimental Setup
A concept-proof prototype system has been implemented on a simulating SPS scenarios. For workload size and configuration on fog, we provide a specific configuration for each microservice. For Linpack, we consider the matrix of size N as 15000. We also considered the problem size (number of equations to solve) as 15000. We configure the STREAM by setting the array size as 60M and DNTIMES as 200. The total memory requirement for this configuration is 1373.3 MiB. For Bonnie++, we considered the file size as 8192 MB and set the uid to use as root.
For workload size and configuration on edge (Raspberry Pi 4) side, each microservice, we provide a specific configuration. For Linpack, we consider the matrix of size N as 15000. We also considered the problem size (number of equations to solve) as 15000. We configure the STREAM by setting the array size as 30M and DNTIMES as 100. The total memory requirement for this configuration is 1373.3 MiB. For Bonnie++, we considered the file size as 4096 MB and set the uid to use as root.
The experimental test is conducted based on performance of benchmarks and microservices deployment policies. For the ease of presentation of the results, we used the following abbreviations for the microservices used in the simulation of SPS system, they are namely Linpack (L), STREAM (S), and Bonnie++ (B). To get experimental results, for case 1, each microservice (L, S and B) is performed 30 iterations. For case 2, case 3 and case 4, since the microservices are in all possible combinations and corresponding isolated running time of the containers are not identical, it is not suitable to repeat the process for a certain number of iterations. Hence, for these cases, we keep the container running for a certain period of time (60 minutes) and compute the average performance.
B. Evaluation on Fog Side
In this paper we define a desktop as the fog side, the most usual physical machine in a LAN system and the role of a manager of the other edge computing device in our IoT system.
1. CPU Performance and Analysis: According to the CPU architecture, we chose the Linpack version for Intel and implemented it in Docker. We ran the container(s) and recorded the performance of Linpack microservice as described in Section III. Figure 2 shows the average CPU performance of running Linpack in terms of GFLOPS. Compared with case 1, all combination of microservices have more computation overhead on host performance. The L+B in case 2 has the least impact on CPU performance while L+L in case 3 is the worst result that has 64% degradation compared to the baseline L in case 1. Owing to higher computing operations, like float calculation, used by Linpack (L), so L+L combination shows worst CPU performance in all deployment policies. Furthermore, in case 3, control groups (Cgroups) are disabled so that containers have to compete for the system resource. Therefore, test results in case 4 have better performance than those in case 3.
Memory Performance and Analysis:
To evaluate the memory performance, we wrapped the STREAM benchmark inside a Docker container. The STREAM benchmark employs four vector operations and gives a result of bandwidth. The average result of all the four vector operations (COPY, SCALE, ADD and TRIAD) demonstrate similar shapes in bar chart, so we just present the result of COPY operation as memory performance. As shown in Fig. 3 , except for combination S+S in case 2, the others have limited performance deduction compared to the baseline in case 1. Given the results, wrapping memory type workloads microservices as one container introduce higher memory overhead on fog computing environment. Similar to the results in CPU performance, all the combinations show best performance in case 4 when Cgroups is enabled.
Disk I/O Performance and Analysis:
The Bonnie++ benchmark evaluates various performance parameters in which only sequential block input and output scenarios are considered during test. The performance evaluation is based on I/O throughput in terms of MB/s. Figure 4 shows that the input performance is better than output performance on fog node. The results show the similar interference pattern that running multiple instances of Bonnie++ leads to lower I/O throughput, no matter cases that are deployed in a single container or separate containers. From case 2 to case 4, the performance is nearly equal to the baseline case 1 except for the combination of B+B. In our IoT system, for instance, a local smart surveillance, a fog device plays the role of managing and monitoring the performance of the edge device like smart cameras. Consider that the nodes could be numerous, the fog device is more sensitive to the granularity of the containers. Based on the evaluation results, generally it seems more practical to reduce the number of containers which are CPU consuming inclined. Meanwhile we should avoid deploying same type microservices together. The evaluation gives a general direction of setting up the fog device, we should adjust the deployment of the specified microservices according to the actual situation of the system and capability of the hardware.
C. Evaluation on Edge Side
The experimental process on edge ( Raspberry Pi) is quite the same as fog side. However, given limited resource on edge node, we set the time interval to 120 minutes for the following evaluations. 1. CPU Performance and Analysis: Since the CPU architecture of Pi 4 is ARM, we picked another Linpack version and adjusted the codes to the system environment. Then We containerized the benchmark and ran experiments as per the various case described in Section III. Figure 5 shows the CPU performance in terms of MFLOPS.
Similar to the results on fog side, all the combinations have a significant impact on the computing performance of host except for the combination of L+B. The combination of L+S in case 2 has worst performance, so it causes 41% degradation compared to the baseline of case 1. But all three combinations demonstrate the best performance in case 4, knowing the fact that the microservices are separated in two containers with the control group enabled. This is quite different from the case in physical machine where L+B in case 4 did not give a good performance.
The results also indicate that computing type workloads tend to have the worst performance when working with memory consuming ones when they are wrapped into a single container with cgroups employed. And it shows that CPU consuming microservice works well with disk I/O workloads and the performance is much closer to the baseline relatively compared to the fog environment. In addition, as Fig. 5 shows, case 4 has better performance than case 3 while running all combinations. The reason behind is that in case 3 Cgroups are disabled so the containers have to compete for the system resource, however, the containers have no interference with each other in case 4 when Cgroups are enabled. 2. Memory Performance and Analysis: Similar to fog side, only the of COPY operation is used for evaluation for memory performance in terms of GB/s. As shown in Fig. 6 , all four vector operations generate almost the same shapes in charts. Compared to the baseline in case 1, the results shows that all combinations have limited performance reduction except for combination S+L in case 2. Hence, enclosing memory type workloads inside one container as microservice is not suggested on edge computing platform. Like the results in CPU performance, the combinations work best in case 4 that microservices are separated in containers with resource control.
Disk I/O Performance and Analysis:
To evaluate Disk I/O performance on edge device, we used Bonnie++ microservice that creates a large file at least twice the size of inbuilt memory, and only sequential block input and output are considered during the test. The throughput performance of running mi-croservices on edge is shown in Fig. 7 . The result shows the similar interference pattern indicating that running multiple instances of Bonnie++ creates higher resource contention when they are deployed either in a single container or separate containers. The results also indicate that the performance of combinations is nearly equal to the baseline performance except for the case of running multiple instances of Bonnie++ (B+B). All the combinations of deployment policies show very small deviation from the baseline of case 1 except for case of (B+B).
Basically in our IoT system, the edge device like Raspberry Pi suffer from the limited resource so we should carefully consider the combination of microservices or simply isolate some inside a single container. Based on the results, generally we should deploy the CPU consuming inclined microservice alone, in smart surveillance system for example, the Computer Vision(CV) type containerized services. And it is considerable to wrap memory and disk inclined ones together to reduce the overheads and spare more system resources. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a set of microservice deployment policies are proposed and performance matrix are considered. To evaluate the microservice deployment policy, a simulating test is developed and tested both on fog and edge computing platform. Given the experimental results, we conclude as following:
• Under edge computing environment, running multiple microservices in a single container is an option considering the comparable performance (except for certain cases) if we ignore the "one process per container" rule. The story behind the rule is that when deploy multiple process such as microservices in a single container we may face operations problem. For instance, we may have to replace the whole container if one of the microservices need updates which could be a disaster in a large scale.
Considering the resource limitation, however, sometimes we have no choices. • Memory intensive microservices are not heavily effected except for competing with same type ones inside one container. Disk I/O microservices is quite the same situation, however, both of the two kinds have a significant effect to the CPU intensive process. This is a preliminary study toward a microservices architecture based smart public safety as an edge service. Our ongoing efforts include building a larger scale edge surveillance system with 32 smart cameras, which will enable a more comprehensive study for deeper insights.
